We create video.
We are a short-form digital video production company
founded by international TV Host and entrepreneur,
Jason Dundas, (The X Factor, ET, MTV America's Best
Dance Crew, Getaway, David Jones).

Who we
are?
We are visual junkies.
"Dundas Media are brilliant storytellers. Their artistic eye helped us to capture the attention of media and
position Gumtree in a more premium way through video content.”
Gumtree Australia
"...they always deliver work that is stylish and beautiful in its storytelling and aesthetics.”
Getaway

203% increase in
traffic, 10,000 new
sign ups. It works!
Our ongoing work with
Gumtree dramatically
increased search hits on their
online platform by +203%
across targeted verticals
(that’s a whole lot of percent.)
Our multi platform content for
Invisalign resulted in 10,000
new customer sign up
enquiries from over 3.5 million
views across Facebook and
YouTube.
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Content creative.
To us, the first 3 seconds of a video is the most
important. We start by identifying your audience then
reverse engineer our creative process to develop an
authentic story specifically for them. We know you
have ideas ;) (but if you don’t, we’ve gotcha.) From
conceptualization, we work with you to develop
original series and formats.

Screen strategy.
We know video is expensive, so we want you to be
able to use it in as many places as possible. Think of
us like a really good pair of shoes.
With so many platforms to choose from, we focus on
maximum usage for your content and produce video
with various deliverables in mind, to accommodate all
media including Instagram, Facebook, and YouTube.

Distribution.
So I made the video now how do we get people to
see it? It’s called amplification.
Remember in step one when we identified your
audience? Well, now we’ll knock on their proverbial
door and say “hey, watch this!”

Jason has become one of the world’s most sought-after and versatile
live television hosts. He’s lent his talents to some of the biggest TV
shows across the globe, including The X-Factor Australia,
Entertainment Tonight, America’s Best Dance Crew MTV, and FOX.
Always in search of adventure, Jason has hosted and produced from
over 100 countries with Australia’s #1 travel TV show Getaway over
the past ten years.
As an entrepreneur, Jason became the first male ambassador of
billion-dollar department store David Jones, alongside supermodels
Miranda Kerr and Jessica Gomes, created original video series, and
developed his own active-wear line DundasFit, sold in thirty five
stores Australia-wide.
His media career started when he won a contest to be the host of
MTV Australia back in 2003, by creating his own video submission
from his bedroom at twenty one.
Jason sold his first TV show to MTV at twenty two and brings fifteen
years of global TV, media and fashion experience into each Dundas
Media project.

about our
founder.

Jason Dundas.

David Jones
"Dundas Media captured the true
essence of our biggest fashion event, the
Autumn Winter Fashion Launch in
Sydney, in line with the high quality of
the David Jones brand.”

“High
Quality”

Pink Hope
"Working with Jason and the Dundas
Media team was incredible from start to
finish. Dundas Media sure know’s how to
create authentic and engaging content...
they are the best I have ever worked with
personally and professionally.”

“Incredible
from start
to finish”

Country Road
“Dundas Media totally captured the
mood and told a great story bringing the
Country Road product and outfits to life.
They made the creative process fun and
collaborative.”

“fun and
collaborative”

Some more of
our clients.
With Dundas Media teams in LA and
Sydney, we work with clients all over
the world. From travel stories with Air
New Zealand, Qantas and Snapchat, to
fast cars and aces with Jaguar and the
Hopman Cup. We’ve even captured
behind the scenes footage of Game of
Thrones in Spain. We love our clients,
and apparently the feeling is mutual.
…"Dundas Media's unique and
beautiful storytelling captured the
immense detail and manpower that
goes into creating an episode of Game
of Thrones.”
- HBO

We create video, so you
don’t have to.
jason@dundasmedia.com
www.dundasmedia.com

